## CALENDER: FALL 2015

Students are responsible for all readings at the beginning of each week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Readings &amp; Assignments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Aug 24 to 29   | **UNIT ONE**: Introduction: Learn Policies & Procedures | Read Entire Syllabus  
Pay attention to all Course Procedures and Policies  
Do Assignment One |
| Sept 1 to 5    | **UNIT TWO**: Mythology: The Basis of Primitive Thought | Myth and Reality  
The Creation Epic  
Rogers 16-67  
Do Assignment Two |
| Sept 8 to 12   | **UNIT THREE**: Myths of Creation (Middle East & Greece) | Hesiod, Theogony  
Bible, Genesis 1:1 to 22.24  
Rogers, 71-96  
Do Assignment Three |
| Sept 15 to 19  | **UNIT FOUR**: Age of Heroes (1)             | Homer, *Iliad*, all if possible but at least Lombardo, vi-xliv, 1-165  
Do Assignment Four |
| Sept 22 to 26  | **UNIT FIVE**: Age of Heroes (2)             | Same as Unit Four  
Do Assignment Five |
| Sept 29 to Oct 3 | **UNIT SIX**: Greece from the Archaic to the Classical | Sophocles, *Oedipus the King*  
Euripides, *Medea*  
Rogers, 96-114  
Hesiod, *Works and Days* (if possible)  
Do Assignment Six |
| Oct 5          | First Essay Draft                           | 1st Essay Rough Draft Due |
| Oct 7          | Draft Evaluation                            | 1st Rough Draft Evaluation Due |
| Oct 10         | Final Essay                                 | 1st Revised Essay Due |
| Oct 13 to 17   | **UNIT SEVEN**: History and Art             | View Art Video Selections  
SCR: Herodotus *The Persian War*  
Thucydides, *Peloponnesian War* |
| Oct 20 to 24 | **UNIT EIGHT** Plato | Rogers, 131-146  
Do Assignment Seven |
| Oct 27 to 31 | **UNIT NINE** Aristotle | Plato, *Symposium*  
Plato, *Phaedo* (if possible)  
Rogers, 115-129  
Do Assignment Eight |
| Nov 3 to 7 | **UNIT TEN** From Greece to Roman Duty | Pocket Aristotle, p. 26-46; 106-136; 158-233; 276-312; 334-338  
Rogers, 129-130  
Do Assignment Nine |
| Nov 9 | Second Essay Draft | 2nd Essay Rough Draft Due |
| Nov 11 | Draft Evaluation | 2nd Draft Evaluation Due |
| Nov 14 | Final Essay | 2nd Revised Essay Due |
| Nov 17 to 21 | **UNIT ELEVEN** Ideals of the Roman Empire (1) | Virgil, *Aeneid*, all if possible but at least Lombardo, vi-xxii, 1-209.  
Rogers, 196-215  
Do Assignment Eleven |
| Nov 24 to 28 | **UNIT TWELVE** Ideals of the Roman Empire (2) | Same as Unit Eleven  
Do Assignment Twelve |
| Dec 1 to 5 | **UNIT THIRTEEN** Rome and Christianity | Bible, *Gospel of Mark*  
Bible, *Gospel of Matthew* 5:1-26  
Bible, *Gospel of John* 1:1-18  
Rogers, 216-225  
Do Assignment Thirteen |
| Dec 9 | Final Exam | Answers To Final Exam Questions Can Be Posted Only From 12 am To 11:55 pm Mountain Time. |